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Timeless Collection

A

ndy Tymkiw’s smile beams as he enters the downtown storage facility where most of his cars are located. We’ve met before in other
settings and among exotic machines. But he seems especially at home and relaxed in this venue, where he has assembled a remarkable
collection of vintage steel.

Tymkiw can be a no-nonsense guy, and much of his time is spent shuttling between Santa Barbara and Irvine, and jetting around the world,

in his role managing global ops for a heart-valve therapy company. But even after a day of marathon meetings, he’s generous with his time and
eager to talk cars.
There are around a dozen vehicles in Tymkiw’s collection, including an Indy Lights racecar from the ‘80s. Most of the road cars bear one of
just a few badges, including Porsche, Jaguar, and Ferrari, but each car tends to reflect a particular aspect of that marque’s story, and he is fluent
in those traditions.
Take, for example, his 911s. Each is quite distinct, with his Andial-tuned Slantnose from 1977 representing the great tradition of raw, racebred versions of Porsche’s road cars. There are also two 911 Turbo models, one representing the last generation of the revered air-cooled cars,
and the other a fully modern setup with liquid coolant flowing through its veins.
“The air-cooled [cars] have a much more direct feel,” he says, echoing a common refrain among Porsche aficionados. “The new ones have
truly advanced into supercar performance.”
These Deutsch autos are on the lower end of Tymkiw’s collection in terms of market value, however. The Brits and Italians are responsible
for most of his insurance premiums. He gave us an in-depth look at four of these cars:
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1969 Jaguar E-Type Coupe

H

e also owns a 1974 roadster wrapped around a V-12 engine, but this inline-six model is
actually more coveted by many Jaguar fans. It’s a Series 2 example, which – despite
losing a few of the original car’s design cues, like the covered headlights and sleeker

lenses for the tail lamps and turn signals – still retains that classic look of purely chrome bumpers all
around, cutting through an open grille.
While the Series 3 has double the cylinder count, the power numbers are remarkably similar, with
fewer than 30 horses between them. And with the earlier car’s lighter weight, the performance gap is
suitably narrow.
That’s for the stock setup, though. The coupe had been restored specifically to run the
Copperstate 1000, a rally that cuts windy paths around Arizona, so its performance envelope resides
above that of the factory setup. The straight-six enjoyed upgrades like more aggressive Weber carbs
and a light-weight flywheel. The increased power heads to the wheels through a 5-speed manual – as
opposed to the original 4-speed. And the suspension was uprated to handle the rally’s challenging
course.
While Tymkiw wasn’t able to make the event, he still enjoys the fruits of the build, which further
developed a car so dotingly restored by its only previous owner, who’d owned it for 37 years, until he
passed away.
“It was a love affair with that car,” Tymkiw says.
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1974 Dino 246 GTS

W

hile the Dino never bore the Ferrari name, its namesake was
the son of Enzo Ferrari. The company had a reputation for
exotic V-12 performance cars unobtainable to the typical

Porsche driver. To go after its German rival’s buyers without watering down
the name, Ferrari birthed Dino as a separate nameplate.
A mid-engined sports car, in contrast to the front-engined GTs that
displayed the prancing horse, the Dino is Tymkiw’s favorite ride. Its V-6
engine screams up to nearly 8000 rpm, and its lithe dimensions make it the
ultimate Enzo-era driver’s car.
It fits the driver like a glove, he says of his GTS model, with its
removable targa roof. In terms of comparables, Tymkiw puts the experience
somewhere between a Porsche Boxster and a Lotus Elise, with more
refinement than the latter, but a more raw and pure experience than the
former.
“It just begs you to drive it harder and harder,” he says.
While Dinos didn’t get the respect of other cars built by Ferrari
for many years, that dynamic has turned on its ear. A car worth around
$165,000 six years ago, it’s now estimated at around a half-million dollars.
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1983 Ferrari
“Berlinetta Boxer” 512i

T

he BB, as it is known, is considered by some to be the first Ferrari
supercar. Enzo had long considered the mid-engine layout to be
too dangerous for road cars, but with the success of the Dino, as

well as the marque’s mid-engine racing program, he was prevailed upon to
make the leap.
The Berlinetta Boxer is so named for its body style and engine,
respectively, with the flat-12 punching outward from the center. The 512i
indicates that its roughly 5.0-liter, 12-cylinder is fuel-injected. Did you
catch all that?
“You really don’t realize how fast you’re going in it,” says Tymkiw,
adding that if he’s in the mood to get in some trouble, this is his go-to.
The BB has also appreciated in value recently, but on an even more
sudden trajectory. It would have been worth under $150,000 just a year
and a half ago, but a concourse-quality example like this one could
conceivably approach 400 grand at this point, with the market perhaps
coming to appreciate its role in helping to set the stage for future legends,
such as the Testarossa and F40.
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1972 Ferrari 365 GTB/4 “Daytona”

H

is collection’s most valuable car is this 1972 Ferrari. Tymkiw took me for a ride in this special
machine. This is the predecessor to the BB, but in the past few years as the economic recovery
has bolstered demand for rare cars, its value has nearly doubled, to roughly 800 large.

This car’s performance was incredible for the time, with its 4.4-liter V-12 producing 0-60 numbers in just

over five seconds, and topping out at 170 mph. Tymkiw has certainly enjoyed its capabilities, putting around
3,000 miles on it in the dozen years he’s owned it. That may not seem like a lot, but many owners take a car this
valuable and lock it up hermetically. He likes to drive it about once a month and had been on a bit of a Daytona
kick when we met up for an outing.
For our drive, Tymkiw started the car and warmed it up before setting off. The car’s lumpy idle settled
down to a low rumble. From inside the car, at lower revs the noise is mostly mechanical, with the exhaust note
becoming apparent at higher ranges, along with its phenomenal pull.
“The BB growls, while this engine howls,” he says, proclaiming the Daytona’s wail to be “one of the best
sounds in the Ferrari brand.”
The driving experience can be a bit challenging due to the car’s weight and lack of power steering, along
with its heavy clutch and delicate gearbox. Tymkiw tends to avoid busy streets and even passed a gas station
because it would involve a left across traffic. But as a true grand tourer, it comes into its own above 80 mph. He
calls it an Italian muscle car, but marvels at its overall sense of balance, helped by the even-weight distribution
dictated by its rear transaxle.
Like most other Ferraris, including the cars he owns that hail from its factory, the Daytona was styled by
Pininfarina. He has a great deal of affinity for the emotive design that has emanated from this and other Italian
design houses, especially in the 1960s and ‘70s. A stunning work of art from any angle, the Daytona would be
the pride and joy of nearly any collection.
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